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An intensive weekend experience for couples wanting to focus on and deepen connection, dramatically improve communication, and rediscover the joy of being together.*

SEE WHAT PREVIOUS WORKSHOP ATTENDEES ARE SAYING:

“...the workshop was a beautiful experience in every regard... unforgettable and life changing...”

“We are at a new place in our relationship after this weekend and cannot sufficiently thank you...”

“I walked away from the workshop filled with hope and a new understanding of myself and my partner...”

“If you and yours want to learn some wonderful life and relationship lessons and techniques—why we are as we are, what makes each of us tick, how to truly listen to one another, how to BE in a relationship—take advantage of this... truly life changing... and Jeannie’s style is wonderfully peaceful and honest!”

Visit Jeannie’s website:
www.jeannieingram.com

Or give her a call:
404.444.1058

Or email her:
ingram.jeannie@gmail.com

The Getting the Love You Want weekend workshop is a full weekend experience. It is important to start on time and complete the entire workshop. Dress is casual and comfortable in your weekend wear. Consider dressing in layers as temperatures rarely please everyone. Cost of the workshop includes tuition, workbooks, and snacks. It does not include meals or lodging.

For More Information

Understand and strengthen your relationship, restore your connection with a Getting the Love You Want weekend workshop. Sign up today.
Falling in love is a transformative journey of joy, discovery, passion and feeling fully alive. We feel completely whole when we fully connect.

Eventually, the relationship loses its luster, and we may begin to experience the pain of disconnection. Bitter, angry fighting or withdrawing replaces fun and joy, and we may wonder if we’ve “fallen out of love.” Couples having this experience find this workshop restorative and regenerative. Many new couples very wisely come to a workshop while their relationship is still in the early stages because they want to make the most out of their life together.

IN EITHER CASE, a Getting the Love You Want weekend workshop provides a safe environment to give you the tools to:

- Dramatically improve communication and reach deeper understanding
- Create space in the relationship for both of you to address your needs
- Understand why the unconscious attraction to your partner is also what creates conflict
- Use these conflicts to create a deep connection again
- Share some fun and laughter
- Create a conscious, intentional, loving, rewarding way to live and love

You will have the opportunity to ask questions, work with an Imago Relationship Therapist or share experiences with other couples. You will not be required to disclose any personal information. You can simply listen, observe and work privately. The choice is completely yours.

“Truly a life-changing weekend for us... in our relationship as well as our personal lives with family and friends.”

RESTORE YOUR CONNECTION to each other and discover the RELATIONSHIP OF YOUR DREAMS with a weekend workshop designed to heal and create a new, conscious way to LIVE & LOVE.

IMAGO a new way to love

Falling in love is a transformative journey of joy, discovery, passion and feeling fully alive. We feel completely whole when we fully connect.

Eventually, the relationship loses its luster, and we may begin to experience the pain of disconnection. Bitter, angry fighting or withdrawing replaces fun and joy, and we may wonder if we’ve “fallen out of love.” Couples having this experience find this workshop restorative and regenerative. Many new couples very wisely come to a workshop while their relationship is still in the early stages because they want to make the most out of their life together.

In either case, a Getting the Love You Want weekend workshop provides a safe environment to give you the tools to:

- Dramatically improve communication and reach deeper understanding
- Create space in the relationship for both of you to address your needs
- Understand why the unconscious attraction to your partner is also what creates conflict
- Use these conflicts to create a deep connection again
- Share some fun and laughter
- Create a conscious, intentional, loving, rewarding way to live and love

You will have the opportunity to ask questions, work with an Imago Relationship Therapist or share experiences with other couples. You will not be required to disclose any personal information. You can simply listen, observe and work privately. The choice is completely yours.

“Truly a life-changing weekend for us... in our relationship as well as our personal lives with family and friends.”

About Jeannie

Jeannie Ingram is a Licensed Professional Counselor, Certified Imago Relationship Therapist, speaker and workshop presenter recently relocated to Nashville, Tennessee, from Atlanta, Georgia, where she enjoyed more than a decade in private practice.

She has a Bachelors Degree in Psychology, a Masters in Counseling from the University of Alabama at Birmingham, as well as a Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Marriage and Family Therapy from Capella University. In addition to her therapy practice, Jeannie presents Getting the Love You Want and Start Right, Stay Connected Couples workshops, across the Southeast. She is a warm, safe, humorous, approachable, and engaging presenter and therapist who derives much joy and meaning from helping couples heal and live more conscious, intentional and purposeful lives.